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pressing hat of hers, whose origins hovered uncertainly
between Woking and Pernambuco, was partly visible behind
the worst novel of the season. By all the rules such ob-
viously minor characters should have drooped modestly
in some secluded background, leaving the ship's life to be
carried on by the principals. But they ignored their r61e
disgracefully. Insisting upon playing lead, they took to
themselves others of their kind whom they appeared to know
already, and they made a little world that was always meet-
ing by appointment in the bar or sleeping where we wished
to sleep or playing games at the precise moments when we
wished to play them. That, taking one thing with another,
was where one saw them at their worst. Deck games re-
vealed them, since they were always playing games that
never seemed to end; or if anybody else managed to
appropriate the court for a few minutes, they stood waiting
hungrily for them to finish and making no effort to
conceal their scorn of other people's play. We disliked
them more than ever; and our dislike was not diminished
when the hot weather came and their men sloped com-
fortably round in linen suits that seemed to fit them,
whilst our own creaked just as stiffly as they had the day
that we first tried them on a week before at the tropical
outfitter's.
The days grew wanner; and in some unpleasing way
they seemed to fit into the picture better than we did our-
selves. Even that dejected hat developed a strange rele-
vance to the equatorial scene. We drooped a little in the
heat; and in this failure of our resistance the ship became
almost wholly theirs. Their flannels and their frightful
millinery were everywhere; and as we drooped, they were
galvanised into an unnatural activity. For the ship's sports
were imminent; and they were busy hounding total
strangers to subscribe small sums of money for prizes
which they proposed to win. Now we could see the reason
for their offensive assiduity at deck games ; and when the
fatal afternoon arrived, they swept the board. Grubby

